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LECTURE XIX. IResume of Questions lately considered rela-
tive to the Normal Sounds of the Heart.
-Review cif the preceding Theories of
other Physiologists.-Eaeperiment to dig-
prove the production of the Second Bruit
by the rushing of the Blood into the Ven-
tdcles.-The Abnormal or Pathological
Sounds of the Heart.-The Bruit de Souf-
fle/, and the Bruit de R&acirc;pe.

IN our last lecture, Gentlemen, we be-
gan to enter into an examination of the
sounds presented by the heart in different
morbid affections ; in hypertrophy of the
ventricles for example, in contraction of
the auriculo-ventricular orifices, &c.; and

we endeavoured to show you how the va-
rious pathological facts laid before you
might be arranged under the theory we
have adopted of the sounds of the heart.
You saw how simple and ready an expla-
nation we obtained of several phenomena
which, up to the present day, have been
completely misunderstood or overlooked 

Iby authors and observers, the greater part
of whom, content with superficial reasons,
have not attempted to question nature
herself, and obtain a solution of physical
symptoms, by a consideration of the phy-
sical conditions of the organ or organs

giving rise to them. When once the fact

upon which a system is based has been
well established, it is not difficult to find
opportunities of applying it; each of you
may now do this for yourselves, and de-
duce an infinity of reasons that cannot
fail to be attended with beneficial results
in practice. Thus, to cite an instance,
you saw how the disappearance of the
normal sound of the heart under certain
circumstances proved the existence of a
shock, and the subsequent production of
a bruit; because, in all these cases, there

evidently existed some obstacle to the
heart’s striking against the chest. In
many cases this impediment is merely me-
chanical ; butBthere are a number of other
circumstances, also, under which one or
both normal sounds are found to disap-
pear, and in all these you may lay it down
as a geneaal proposition, to which I know
of no exception, that you have something
which prevents the heart from shocking
with sufficient impulse against the pari-
etes of the chest and the sternum.

. Now, if you ask me what may prevent
this shock, upon which we have all along
laid so much stress, you ask a question
involving all the circumstances that are

accompanied by a disappearance of the
normal sounds of the heart. I have al-

ready mentioned to you the manner in
which a portion of the pulmonary lobe is
sometimes continued in front of the heart,
covering, more or less, its apex, or even
the whole anterior surface of the organ.
In these anomalous cases, a soft, com-
pressible, yielding body, is interposed be-
tween the heart and the osseous surface
against which it should strike, and it re-
quires no argument to prove how a cir-
cumstance of this kind is incompatible
with the production of sound.

Any other body interposed between
them, will give rise to a result precisely
analogous ; and the theory also enables

you to understand why you cannot hear
any trace of bruit when the point of the
heart in a living animal is pushed back
into the cavity of the chest by the finger,
a tube of glass, or any similar instrument.
Here the occurrence of the shock is forci-
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bly prevented, and the development of dent room in the thorax to play freely -,
sound in consequence is rendered impos- there is no motion of retreat from the
sible. sternum, none of redressement of the
A great many diseases of the heart are point ; hence there is no development of

known to terminate in h3,,’ro-pericartlitis; bruit, although the vital activity of the.
sometimes this results frcm irritation, but heart continues unimpaired, and its pul-
most commonly it is an effect of impeded sations are felt distinctly.
circulation; the passage of the blood A similar result takes place in all cases
through the vessels becomes difficult, and where the effusion of any liquid matter,
they endeavour to free themselves from3 the as pus, blood, &c., into the substance of
obstacle, by pouring out a quantity of se- the lung, pushes the heart forcibly for-
rum. However this may be, it is interest- wards, and keeps it constantly appli(-d
ing to study the acoustic phenomena of against the parietes of the chest. The
the heart where this an’ection exists; I reason of this i’9 so obvious that I shall
have done so, and found them perfectly con- not enter into any reasoning on the mat.
formable with our theory. Thus, in many ter ; suffice it to remind you, that pres-
cases of hydro-pericarditis, the normal sure alone can never generate sound.
sounds of the heart are perfectly distinct: Finally, to complete the catalogue of our
you can hear the tic-tac bruit with the causes, if the blood be prevented from
naked ear, without any assistance from escaping rapidly from the cavities of the
the stethoscope ; but in other cases, and heart, through the aorta or the pulmonary
these are the more rare, you hear no sound artery, a circumstance generally produced
whatever. How is this remarkable differ- by the presence of some mechanical im-
ence of symptoms in the same disease to pediment, the result of internal organic
be accounted for? Simply enough. In disease, then we find a very dull feeble
the first case I have remarked that the sound, replacing the clear pulsation; or
peiicardium contains but a small quantity when the impediment to the exit of the
uf fluid; the motions of the heart are fluid is very great, we have no bruit at all;
therefore free, and no impediment exists and again, when the auriculo-ventricuiar
to the point of the heart, or the surface of openings are contracted, when the passage
its ventricles, shocking against the tho- of the blood from the auricles to the veu-
racic parietes, and giving rise to the usual trieles takes place in a slow partial man-
bruit ; but in the latter case the mem- ner, nearly the same result is produced;
branous pouch enveloping the heart is the ventricles do not dilate with the ra-
distended by a quantity of fluid, which in pidity which is sufficient to strike sharply

many cases may contain albuminous flocci, against the sternum ; on the contrary, the
and other matters, rendering it still more shock, if indeed it can be called one, is
thick. Now, whenever the quantity of excessively delicate, or the heart dilates in
this fluid is too abundant, the point of the so gradual a way as merely to touch the
heart is pushed forcibly backwards, and parietes of the chest, without giving any
thus the sliock and sound are more or less sensation whatever of a pulse; hence the
completely prevented. second bruit becomes proportionately fee-
The case which I have just cited is ble, or, when the contraction of the open-

also an excellent proof, if we wanted one, ing is carried to its greatest degree, com-
that the normal bruits are not produced pletely annihilated.
by any mechanism in the interior of the These observations are not merely de-
heart, because, were this theory true, the ductions which I make from our theory,
sound would be heard perfectly well without having any facts to support them ;
through the liquid contents of the peri- on the contrary, 1 have had frequent oc-

cardium. Water, you all know, is all ex- casion to study diseases of the heart; I
cellent conductor of sound, and of this we have watched cases from their origin to

have several examples in the animal eco- their termination, observing all the symp-
iiomv; thus, after a certain period of toms, and particularly the stethoscopic
pregnancy, the bruit of the fcetal heart is phenomena, with the utmost attention. I

readily communicated to the ear through have examined the bodies after death, and
the liquid contents of the amnios. Again, in every case have found, that wherever
the heart is prevented from re- the normal clear sound of the ventricles
tiring into the chest to a certain extent was absent, and its place was supplied by
from the sternum, we have no sound pro- j the bruit de riape, a contraction of the auri-
duced during its contractions : this is well culo-ventricular orifices existed in a greater
secu in cases of great hypertrophy of the or le&ser degree.
ventricles, or when the thorax is mal- 1 These are the principal questions which
formed, in consequence of rickets, scrofula, we have considered in the course of our
or other constitutional affections. In all two or three list lectures; they refer, ascases of this kind the heart has not suffi- you perceive, simply to the normal sound:}
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of the heart. We have now to take up the action of the heart; besides, it has
the abnormal sounds, or those resulting been directly overthrown by the observa-
from various pathological conditions of tions of TGRKER upon the venous pulse,
the central organ of the circulation; but or reflux of blood in the jugulars.
before entering directly upon this subject, Dr. HOPE of London was the first, I
I think it necessary again to give you a think, who gave a true explanation of the
brief sketch of the different theories ad- mechanism which produces the normal
vanced by those who have preceded me in sounds of the heart. He opened the ca-
this field of inquiry. Unless you have vity of the thorax in large animals, as the
precise notions upon this point, it will be horse, ass, &c., and clearly saw the heart
impossible for you to follow my observa- striking against the ribs; but the idea
tions with advantage, or to compare the never seems to have occurred to him, that
ideas which I have now the honour of this shock of one solid body against the
laying before you, with those so long do- other might have given rise to the deve-
minant in the different schools of medi- lopment of sound ; he therefore deserves
cine. the merit of having established the exist-
Let us first take up LAENNEC’S theory. ence of the shock, but, unfortunately, in-

The author of mediate auscultation attri- stead of pursuing the study of the pheno-
buted the first sound of the heart to the mena before him, he also had recourse to
contraction of the ventricles, and the se- a fiction, and attributed the first sound to
cond to the contraction of the auricles. He the agitation of the blood in the cavity of
supported his opinion on the supposition, the heart. It is scarcely necessary to tell
that each bruit was isochronous with the you, Gentlemen, that this is totally desti-
action to which he referred it; he also tute of proof ; that not a single experi-
conceived the immediate cause of each ment is brought forward to show in what
sound to depend on something taking manner the agitation of the particles of a.

place within the heart itself, and inde- fluid, like the blood, can produce a sound
pendently of the surrounding parts. similar to that of the heart’s pulsation. Dr.

This theory was immediately adopted, HOPE has here fallen into an error which
and fcr a long time prevailed as a ruling is common to many men, and is particu-
doctrine in most of the schools in Europe; larly the fault of those who make physi-
but it bears no serious examination, and ology the object of their studies. There
at the present day, when we require some is always something seducing about a

proof for every assertion in physiology, it theory, and, above all others, the physiolo-
cannot be supported for an instant. Did gist is apt to receive as facts certain opi-
the sounds of the heart depend upon any nions, and to admit, as the basis of his
mechanism within the organ, such as the theory, some phenomenon, which he can-
shock of the blood against the valves, &c. ? not explain or prove.
If so, when the heart is exposed, by open- As to the second bruit, Dr. HOPE also
ing the chests of a living animal, we ought saw that it corresponded with the dilata-
to hear the pulsations of the organ more tion of the ventricles, and could not be
distinctly, exactly in the same way as the attributed, as LAENNEC conceived, to the
ticking of a watch is more clear and loud contraction of the auricles, for this simple
when the external case is removed, and reason, that it was audible whether the
the mechanical part by which the sound auricles contracted or not. Dr. HOPE at-
is produced is brought nearer to the ear. tributed this sound to a molecular agita-
This is so self-evident, that I shall not tion of the blood as it enters the ventri-
dwell further upon it. Now let me ask cles. To this theory we may oppose our
you, or rather let us ask experience, what former argument and observation. It is

takes place when the chest of a living not sustained by a single physical proof.
animal is opened. Do we hear the tic-tac So much for our observation. For our ar-
of the heart more distinctly when the ma- gument, if the second bruit actually de-
chine is uncovered ? Not at all; on the pended upon a molecular or any other mo-
contrary, you have nothing but a feeble tion of the blood during the expansion of
obscure noise, which, I affirm, is perfectly the ventricles, it should be heard most
distinct from the normal bruit, and seems freely when the heart is completely ex-
to be produced from the rubbing of the posed, or when the stethoscope is placed
organ against the fibrous envelope by upon the naked surface of the ventricle.
which it is surrounded. Thus the theory Besides, I would remark en passant, that
of LAENNEC, though it originated from if you examine thoroughly the heart, you
one of the most profound and brilliant will find it does not possess those physi-
amongst modern physicians, is not tena- cal conditions which are necessary for the
ble, because it is not built upon expe- production of sound in its interior. The
rience, and is far, very far from explaining! cavities of the heart, auricles, as well as
the different phenomena accompanying’ ventricles, are always full of blood ; that
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is to say, the parietes of those cavities are panied by the development of pressure,
always closely applied upon the fluid con- and not of a shock, as the authors of the
tained in them, whether the quantity of ideanow under consideration suppose; be-
that fluid be great or small : in this sense, sides, as I said before, when speaking ofthen, the ventricles are always full. Now the passage of the blood through the great
to develop a sound by means of a fluid in vessels, in order to have a sound developed
any instrument, you must have some va- in this way, there should be a vacuum in
cuum in the interior ; here is a small in- some one part. This, it is unnecessary to
strument, which will give you an exam- say, never does exist, and a bruit can

ple of this; it is called ‘ marteau d’eau," never result from the action of a fluid upon
and is formed, as you see, by a portion of a flexible part or organ, whose parietes,
glass tube bulging at one extremity, and enjoying a high degree of elasticity, yield
hermetically sealed at the other; the to each motion of the fluid, accommodategreater part of the tube is filled by water, themselves to it, and exercise no other
and the air has been extracted, leaving an kind of action than that of pressure. These
inch, or an inch and a half,=of a vacuum. facts seem to me so evident and convin-
When I give the tube a sudden jerk, thus, cing, that I shall not dwell further upon
a very loud sharp noise, like the crack of them, let us turn, then, from words, to our
a hammer, is produced ; you would think favourite method of experimenting. Let
at each shock, that the tube was split into us see whether it is actually possible, as
a thousand pieces. It is scarcely neces- these writers say, to develop any sound in
sary to remind you, that if the tube were the heart, by the sudden introduction of
entirely filled with water, or if the air blood into the ventricles. Here is the
were not extracted, you would hear no heart exposed : a pipe has been fitted into
clear sound, as you do now. A certain the aorta, beyond the semilunar valves,
degree of vacuum is, therefore, necessary and the cavities of the heart have been
for the production of sound in an instru- previously filled with a simple fluid. I
ment by means of fluid. I do not think now, as you see, introduce an additional
the supporters of Dr. HOPE’S ideas will quantity of water, but no sound is to be
affirm anything analogous to the marteau heard. Let usforce the injection. Still no
d’eau in the heart. bruit either to the ear or the stethoscope.

After Dr. HOPE we have had several However, if a little air be mixed with the

physicians in France who have occupied fluid which I inject, you will then have a
themselves with the investigation of slight peculiar sound, but perfectly unlike
the sounds of the heart. Some affirmed and distinct from the true normal sound of
that the first bruit results from the the heart. I can only profess to give you
manner in which the blood shocks general ideas from the experiment which
against the parietes of the aorta and pul- I have just now performed, because, as
monary artery during the contraction of you readily conceive, it is impossible to
the ventricles. In this theory, you see, place the heart of the dead subject exactly
one part is perfectly true, viz. the dull in the same phvsical conditions which in-
sound being isochronous with the contrac- fluence it during life; however, the ab-
tion of the ventricles, but the second part sence of any bruit seems sufficiently con-
is not sustainable. I say you can never clusive. Let us repeat the experiment
have a sound produced by the frottement with a slight difference. I now throw in a
or shock of any fluid against the parietes somewhat thicker fluid, more of the con-
of an elastic tube. It is easy to prove this sistence of blood ; the pipe, as you see, is
assertion by direct experiment; we shall firmly fixed in the aorta, and although I
do so when the causes of the bruit de inject with a good deal of force, the as-

soufflet fall under consideration. sistant says he can hear no sound. This
In some theories we find the second experiment also shows, that the sigmoid

bruit of the heart thus explained ;-As the valves of the aorta have nothing to do
ventricles dilate, the blood from the au- with the production of the normal bruits,
ricles necessarily rushes in with consi- for I force the fluid immediately against
derable force and rapidity, striking against them, without extracting any sound. I
the parietes of those cavities, and par- have now directed the assistant to employ
ticularly against the projecting masses of the stethoscope, instead of his naked ear,
the carne&aelig; columnae, &c. Hence the origin which he has hitherto simply used ; and
of the second or clear sound. This, like he says, that although he cannot distin-
the former theory, is built up upon an guish any trace of shock or sound ana-
impossibility. If you place the heart in logous to the normal one, yet he hears
the conditions which surround it in the something like the bruit de soufflct. This

living body, you cannot fail to perceive latter, may, perhaps, arise from some air
that the introduction of the blood into the being mixed with the fluid thrown in,
cavities of the ventricles is merely accom- ( perhaps from some other cause with which
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we are not acquainted; for remark, that I who enjoy the advantages of an extensive
the question of the influence of physical i hospital or private practice.
conditions in the production of pheno- ; The first abnormal bruit to which I would
mena supposed to be vital, is one entirely wish to direct your attention, is that
new, and as yet uninvestigated ; it cannot, called by LAENNEC the " bruit de soufflet,"
therefore, be expected that we should be , because it bears, according to him, the
prepared to account for every phenomenon, strongest resemblance to the noise pro-
that may present itself during the course duced by a bellows when one blows the
of our experiments. If we can point out are. It is often met with in practice :
certain leading facts, remove certain deep- thus, on placing your ear over the precor-
rooted errors; and, above all, substitute dial region, in some patients, you hear a
the method of observation and experiment very distinct bruit de souffiet whenever
for that spirit of theorizing which even ’ the blood passes through the aorta. It is
still too generally reigns, we shall have not a sharp clear sound, like that resulting
fulfilled in great part the object of our from the shock of the heart against the
labours, thoracic parietes, but a prolonged bruit,

I will now listen myself, and endeavour often degenerating into a continued mur-
to distinguish what passes in the interior mur, which LAENNEC describes as analo-
of the heart while the assistant injects gous to that heard on the sea-shore. In

through the aorta. The ear alone does short, it is a true sotiffle, and this word best
not hear any sound, but when I place the expresses the idea I would give you of it.
stethoscope on the surface of the heart, I The bruit de soufflet is not confined to
hear distinctly enough a sound resembling the heart alone; and this is one of its cha-
the bruit de soufflet, and which seems to racters. In some cases it may be observed
me to come from the presence of some air in the carotid or subclavian arteries, the
mixed with the fluid injected. At all most ordinary seat of the phenomena: in
events, there is no shock, nor anything re- others the ventral aorta, or even the cru-
sembling one ; and the bruit, which I now ral artery, develops this bruit. Finally, in
hear for the first time, is perfectly differ- some rare cases, the whole arterial sys-
ent from either of the normal sounds of tem is affected at the same time, and this
the heart, and not to be confounded with either with or without the presence of an
them by the merest beginner. abnormal bruit in the heart itself. In-
To conclude, then, this part of our sub- deed, the bruit de soufflet of the heart has
ject, I say that we never can have any been frequently met with in patients af-
sound of shock developed by the pas- fected by no organic disease whatever of
sage of a fluid into or through an elastic that viscus.
body where there is no vacuum as in the Another characteristic peculiarly distin-
marteau d’eau, and when the parietes of guishing the bruit de soufflet from all other
the body, constantly following the motions abnormal sounds is its unsteadiness, or ra-
of the fluid, permit nothing but a kind of ther its want of permanency. You may find
frottement, or rubbing, to take place be- the souffie to-day as loud and distinct as
tween them. Under these circumstances possible ; to-morrow, when you examine
there can be no shock, and we cannot your patient, no trace of it remains. An

expect to find a bruit where the physical example of this may be often seen in ple-
conditions absolutely necessary for its pro- thoric subjects especially : you auscult
dnction do not exist. the region of the heart, and distinguish a
These are the few observations, Gentle- loud bruit de souffiet: the plethora, or

men, which I wished to make to you on other circumstanees, perhaps, induce you
the different theories, as to the nature and to draw away some blood from the arm ;
cause of the normal sounds of the heart, and, on the following day, on again ex-
already advanced by authors. I shall now ploring the region of the neck and chest,
proceed immediately to a consideration of you find your patient perfectly free from
the abnormal or pathological sounds which any abnormal bruit.
are developed under various circumstances It is easy enough, Gentlemen, to deter-
of deranged function, or organic alteration mine by observation the reality of the facts
of the organ. These bruits differ very of which I have just spoken ; but it is by
much from each other, and likewise in no means so easy to account for them in a
the frequency with which they are met in satisfactory manner: I cannot, therefore,
the living body. Some of them are very take upon me to explain to you why the
frequent, presenting themselves under va- bruit de soufflet disappears and returns in
rious conditions of the heart : others are the same vessel within a very short period
occasionally observed by those who make of time, and that without any apparent
the study of diseases of the heart their par- change in the circulation. Indeed, the
ticular object; while others, again, are ex- whole of this subject has as yet been stu-
tremcly rare, and only heard by physicians died only in a very vague way : and we
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shall presently have occasion to see that from the latter in this remarkable circum-
we know little either of the causes pro- stance, that it is constant ; and, moreover,
ducing the phenomenon spoken of, or of is connected with an organic lesion.
the bruit de souffiet itself. Whenever you hear the bruit de rape, you

I said that this sound was not confined may be sure that some mechanical ohsta-
to the heart, but was also heard in the cle exists to the entry or the exit of blood
larger arteries: I have now to add, that from the auricles ; at least, in every one
the bruit de souffiet is also found in the where the bruit de rape has existed during
arteries of the placenta; and thus becomes life, and whom I had an opportunity of ex-
a proof, though a secondary one, of preg- amining after death, I found some obsta-
nancy. If you place your ear on the ab- cle of the nature alluded to. Perhaps the
domen of a woman somewhat advanced presence of a mechanical hindrance to the
in pregnancy, you hear a distinct bruit de blood’s passage may give rise to vibrations,
souffiet parting from the region into which and thus produce the sawing sound. But
the placenta is inserted; but even here it this, Gentlemen, is mere conjecture; for
preserves the character of uncertainty we possess no experiments whatever upon
which we have already noticed. LAENNEC this new and interesting question.
mentions the difficulty one sometimes en- I intended to place an obstacle in
counters of finding the placental bruit: the continuity of an elastic tube, which
you have it to-day, and perhaps to-morrow you see here; and then to push a quantity
there is no trace of souffle; while the next of fluid through it, in order to see whether
day it reappears. my idea was at all tenable,-whether this

This is a fact well known to all who combination of physical conditions would
occupy themselves with the practice of give rise to the bruit de rape ; but the
midwifery. As to the connexion of this end of our hour is close at hand, and we
bruit with circumstances of plethora, whe- must therefore defer the experiment until
ther general or local, with contraction of Friday.
the cardiac orifices, or nervous spasm, ac- The explanations which I have thus at-
cording to LnErrrrEC’s ideas,-in a word, tempted to give are, I am sorry to say,
as to its immediate cause,-we know very Gentlemen, very incomplete and imper-
little ; we have not as yet sufficient data fect. Indeed, this imperfection is neces-
for determining the precise condition of sarily connected with the subject which I
the vessel in which the bruit de soufflet is have taken up, and upon which our phy-
heard. Were I permitted to hazard a sical knowledge is very little advanced.
conjecture (and observe, I pray.you, the The questions which we have been forced
great distinction I place between suspi- to treat in this lecture, viz., the acoustic
cion and proof), were I to hazard a suspi- phenomena accompanying the passage of
cion, I should say that the bruit is pro- a fluid through elastic tubes constantly
duced in the parietes of the artery, and is varying in diameter, and other circum-
the result of some change in the vessel’s stances, have never been studied by natu-
diameter ; just as you find some of those ral philosophers; we are thus compelled to
stuffs made of fine gum-elastic give rise to make our experiments ourselves, and to
a species of souffle when the cloth is drawn, explore our way in an entirely new coun-
and the particles are separated from one try; it is not therefore surprising, that in
another. Remember, Gentlemen, I 

only many points 
our explanations should, as I

give you this as a simple conjecture ; and said, appear unsatisfactory. Perhaps when
if you find any fact which contradicts it, the science is more advanced in physics
do not let my authority prevent its imme- we shall be better able to account for

diaterejection. However, I may mention many phenomena which are now wrapt in
in its favour, that whenever the arteries obscurity.
are affected with chronic inflammation, ___________________________
are ossified, or whenever their elasticity is
considerably diminished, the vessel, under IMPARTIALITY.-An American critic.
those conditions, is incapable of producing who is about to extol a native work at the
the bruit de souffiet. expense of an English work which he is

Let us now turn to another sound, very condemning, thus closes his remarks on
analogous to the one which we have just the latter, which is in its sixth edition :
described, and arranged under the same &mdash;" It is on account of these failings that
head by LAENNEC. It has been long the work can never obtain extensive cir-
known under the name of " bruit de scie," culation, or valued consideration :" and of
or, more commonly, " de rape," from its the American work he says, in the nextsupposed resemblance to the rougii grat- paragraph, " The estimation in which it is
ing sound of a rasp. Although the bruit de held has been manifested in the most
rape is described by LAENNEC as a variety marked manner, by the call for a&mdash;second
of the bruit de soufflet, the former differs edition." .


